On the morning of August 30, 2015, Oliver Sacks passed away in Greenwich Village, New York City, after his battle with cancer. Dr. Sacks, who earned his medical degree at Oxford University and practiced neurology in the United States, is perhaps best known for his published writings on interesting and often unique cases in neurology and cognition. Here are some reflections on Dr. Sacks' contributions.
Oliver Sacks, the pied piper of modern cognitive neurology, could bring a deeply comatose patient to literary life with his sweeping command of language. It seemed he did this effortlessly, and it always reflected well on the patients and their disturbed lives. Sacks mainstreamed the bizarre and forgotten and tried to demystify them for the rest of us. His storytelling abilities were second to none. Even as he was describing some syndrome well known to his colleagues, we all sat on the edge of our seats, listening to his version of human reality with its twists and turns and reflections on basic humanity. He was a master.
It was on an all-night flight to Rome from New York in 1991 when I spotted Sacks sitting up, alert, with his light on in the otherwise darkened cabin. His food tray was down and placed on it were copies of his various books. I figured he was on a book tour and girding himself for the hoopla awaiting him at the other end. There were other notables on the flight, including the Nobel Laureate Gerald Edelman. It turns out we were all headed to the same Vatican meeting, where we were to gather together to listen to worries about the human mind. After we arrived at Leonardo da Vinci Airport and had passed through customs, I looked around for rides to the hotel only to discover that Sacks had already been whisked away by a Vatican driver. It was clear that the Church knew he was something special.
Everything about Sacks was both special and quirky. He did things his way. As he started his talk at the Vatican, he took a deep breath and paused for a moment. Then he said he just had a thought, an idea, and he was going to give a different talk than the one he had originally proposed. The crowd gasped at the nerve and the energy of such a thing. The invariably over-prepared scientists present were frozen with awe, as in "how the hell do you do that?" Sacks then settled into a magnificent story, a tale about his patient who had revealed a truth about life: sometimes the cure of an ailment is worse than the disease. Metaphor upon metaphor was being piled on right there where the Synod of the Bishops also meet.
It turned out the story was one he had told before and he had it well-honed, which was a great relief for the rest of us! But it was Sacks at his best, quickly reacting to the scene that prompted a change in his message: adaptive, energetic and smart all the way. The Vatican
